2 H quadrupolar line shapes deliver rich information about protein dynamics. A newly designed 3D 2 H− 13 C− 13
■ INTRODUCTION
Protein dynamics plays critical roles in biological functions such as enzyme catalysis, ligand binding, and signal transduction. 1, 2 It has drawn increasing research attention in recent studies, as protein structures alone do not fully explain biological activities. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) are the premier methods to determine protein conformation. XRD reports primarily on structure, and the protein flexibility is only indirectly reflected in B-factors. Therefore, it is problematic to address protein dynamics solely from B-factors, which also are affected by crystal packing defects, whole-body motions and refinement artifacts. 3, 4 Further, Bfactors are insensitive to reorientation motions and are unable to distinguish motions covering different time scales. 3, 4 Protein dynamics can be elucidated by NMR 5−11 along with several other techniques, including MD simulations, 12, 13 fluorescence spectroscopy, 14, 15 and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). 16, 17 NMR is the premier technique for probing motions in proteins and widely implemented to investigate protein mobility at the atomic level. 5, 7, 11 Well-developed methods in solution-state NMR include spin relaxation (R 1 , R 2 , and R 1ρ ), 18−21 Carr−Purcell−Meiboom−Gill (CPMG) relaxation dispersion, 22−24 residual dipolar couplings (RDCs), 25, 26 hydrogen−deuterium exchange, 27 and deuterium relaxation. 28 These measurements capture motions with time scales from picoseconds to seconds, 10,11,29−32 which substantially expand our understanding of protein structure and dynamics. For example, a recent study successfully quantified side-chain χ1 distributions by RDCs for the third domain of protein G. 33 Slow molecular tumbling leads to poor spectral resolution and sensitivity, which hinder the application of solution-state NMR to large proteins. In addition, chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), dipolar coupling, and quadrupolar coupling line shapes convey rich information on site-specific motional modes and rates. 7,34−36 These anisotropic interactions are extensively averaged by isotropic Brownian tumbling motions in solution. In contrast, in solidstate NMR, the anisotropic line shapes are retrieved and can be detected accurately to illustrate dynamics of chemical groups in a protein. Similar to solution-state NMR, spin relaxation is routinely implemented in solid-state NMR for investigating dynamics. 7,8,37−40 For example, a recent study determined 13 sets of bulk NMR relaxation times for the β1 immunoglobulin binding domain of protein G (GB1) microcrystals at various temperatures. 41 The results explored the hierarchical distribution of backbone and side-chain motions as well as protein− solvent motion coupling for microcrystalline GB1 over the temperature window of 105−280 K. Recent studies showed that the CPMG relaxation dispersion approach was applicable in the solid state. 42 These solid-state NMR developments paved the way for the elucidation of dynamics in large proteins and especially benefit the study of membrane proteins. Further, high similarity was shown for picosecond to submicrosecond dynamics elucidated by solid-state and solution-state NMR for SH3 and ubiquitin, implying the validation of extrapolating solid-state dynamics information to proteins in their native states. 43−45 Extensive effort has been devoted to develop solid-state NMR pulse sequences for dynamics detection by utilizing dipole− dipole, CSA, and quadrupolar interactions. For example, studies managed to determine order parameters from scaled 1 H− 13 C dipolar couplings measured using homonuclear coupling attenuation pulse schemes such as T-MREV, 46 phase-modulated Lee−Goldberg irradiation, 47 rotational-echo double resonance (REDOR), 48−51 cross polarization combined with phase inversion (CPPI), 52, 53 and symmetry-based pulse sequences. 54 Moreover, the use of these dipolar recoupling techniques in solid-state NMR has enabled the elucidation of dynamics for a number of proteins. 55−60 The most commonly used quadrupolar nuclei in biological studies is deuterium, which can be enriched by replacing protons without altering critical chemical and physical properties of the systems. In comparison with the dipolar interaction and CSA, the 2 H quadrupolar coupling constant (C Q ) is significantly larger (∼200 kHz), which gives rise to opportunities to study dynamics as well as several spectroscopic challenges. The large amplitude of the 2 H C Q enables much more accurate measurements than those of the dipolar coupling or CSA. 61−65 Currently, however, the ability to quantitatively evaluate protein dynamics is partially complicated by the absence of a complete understanding of rigid-limit quadrupolar tensor values (addressed in the following section). 2 H line shape and relaxation time together enable the characterization of protein dynamics covering time scales from picoseconds to seconds. 66−68 On the other hand, limitations of NMR hardware and pulse sequences impede the application of 2 H C Q measurements in large proteins or other macromolecules. Solid-state NMR probes enabling high power irradiation of 2 78 Later studies demonstrated that adiabatic RESPIRATION CP further improves the performance even using very low rf field strengths. 77, 79 These studies primarily focused on the CP efficiency enhancement illustrated by numerical simulations and experimental data. The observed broad 2 H− 13 C CP matching profile in adiabatic RESPIRATION CP implies that an optimal CP condition concurrently satisfies chemical groups with different C Q 's, namely, allowing accurate measurement of quadrupolar coupling parameters for all sites in complicated systems like perdeuterated proteins.
In the present work, the adiabatic RESPIRATION CP element is implemented in a 3D C CP step and is ensured by the use of the adiabatic RESPIRATION CP. The third benefit of the 3D 2 H− 13 C− 13 C approach is that it offers improved spectral resolution through using samples which are typically fully deuterated, relative to dipolar measurements requiring protonated samples. However, one drawback to 2 H NMR is that the current understanding of rigid-limit C Q values for proteins is incomplete, consequently impeding the ability to access quantitative dynamics information. Specifically, due to a general lack of systematic studies, the variation of quadrupolar rigidlimit C Q values for deuterium bonded to sp 3 -hybridized carbon has not been fully evaluated for proteins. To assist quantification of protein side-chain motions using 2 H relaxation times, two recent solution-state NMR studies indirectly determined the rigid-limit C Q values for CD 3 in the N-terminal drk SH3 domain 82 as well as CαDα in both ubiquitin and GB1 proteins. 83 The methyl deuterium rigid-limit C Q values were found to be approximately uniform, at 167 ± 1.5 kHz. 82 2 Hα rigid-limit C Q values were determined to be 174 kHz on average with 6−8% uncertainty which the authors attribute to possible measurement uncertainties rather than actual C Q variation. 83 Together, these two studies suggest that the rigid-limit C Q values for deuterium at methyl and Cα sites in a protein are likely uniform. It is worth noting that the quantification of rigid-limit C Q values in these studies may be associated with nontrivial uncertainties resulting from a number of factors. 82, 83 To date, the rigid-limit C Q values for deuterium at sites other than methyl and Cα sites have not been systematically evaluated for proteins. The inherent variation of deuterium quadrupolar interactions in the rigid lattice requires further investigation in order to guide the 2 H solution-state and solid-state NMR dynamics studies for proteins. For example, one straightforward approach to obtain the rigid-limit C Q values is by the measurement of 2 H line shapes for proteins with multidimensional MAS solid-state NMR at ultralow temperatures where the motions are quenched, which can be performed with the state-of-the-art NMR instrumentation and is an interesting topic for future studies. In this paper, we focus on the comparison of motionally averaged quadrupolar coupling constant ( C Q ) values for side chains of microcrystalline protein GB1 to gain dynamics information. Because of the lack of the quantitative rigid-limit C Q values and the complexity brought by the nonzero motional averaged asymmetry parameters (η ̅ ), we interpret the data by comparing C Q values instead of using generalized order parameters. Such comparisons are performed between the same chemical groups of the same type of residues to minimize uncertainties originating from the potential rigid-limit C Q differences. This semiquantitative analysis provides critical insights into protein dynamics, especially those of side chains, which have not been systematically studied in detail.
In this study, we demonstrate the 3D 2 H− 13 C− 13 C experiment on microcrystalline GB1, in order to extract 2 H quadrupolar information for each chemical group. The obtained C Q and η ̅ elucidate the backbone and side-chain motions for the majority of residues in a site-specific manner. To our knowledge, this is the first example in which the backbone and side-chain dynamic network is fully mapped based on 2 H quadrupolar coupling parameters extracted from a single solidstate NMR experiment. The results illustrate that side-chain dynamics of GB1 highly correlate with its structure stability and biological functions. We envisage that this approach will be Figure 1A and will be discussed in detail in the following section. The 1 H, 13 C, 2 H, and 15 N π/2 pulse widths were 1.5, 1.6, 2.9, and 4.5 μs, respectively. In experiments performed on GB1, 86 kHz 2 H and 100 kHz 13 C spin-lock rf field strengths and a 900 μs contact time were used for adiabatic RESPIRATION CP magnetization transfer. The rotor-synchronized adiabatic RESPIRA-TION CP waveform was defined by the following optimized parameters: Δ = 4000 rad/s and b = 5000/2π Hz and RESPIRATION pulse τ p = 1.8 μs (see Jain et al. for parameter definition 79 ). The SPC-5 homonuclear recoupling scheme 80, 81 was implemented to build 13 87 decoupling was employed during the pulse periods as indicated in Figure 1A . Data were processed in nmrPipe 88 Figure 1A shows the 3D 2 H− 13 C− 13 C NMR pulse sequence that was used for detecting 2 H quadrupolar line shapes. The initial excited 2 H magnetization was transferred to the directly bonded 13 C and detected through 13 C− 13 C correlation. One critical element is the CP transfer that dictates the accuracy of the extracted 2 H line shapes and the sensitivity of the experiment. Conventional tangent CP was previously employed in 2D 2 H− 13 C experiments to establish heteronuclear correlation in order to extract 2 H line shapes for peptides and proteins. 71−75 One drawback of the approach is that polarization transfer efficiency is not uniform across 2 H MAS manifolds. 72 Thus, an optimal CP condition providing accurate 2 H line shape is valid only for sites with a particular C Q . It is unfeasible to use conventional CP to accurately determine 2 H line shapes for all sites of a system, particularly in a protein where deuterium C Q values span ∼185 kHz range. A newly invented polarization transfer scheme, the so-called adiabatic RESPIRATION CP, 77−79 shows the capability to overcome this issue. Motivated by the better performance of this CP scheme over conventional methods, in this section, we focus on evaluating the cross-polarization uniformity that was not previously discussed in detail. 2 H− 13 C adiabatic RESPIRATION CP was first performed on Ala crystalline powder using a pulse sequence displayed in Figure S1A . The rf field strength matching condition profiles were presented in Figure S1B . Polarization efficiency at the optimal condition is enhanced by a factor of 2.4 and 1.8 for Ala methine and methyl groups, respectively, in adiabatic RESPI-RATION CP compared with conventional tangent CP. The significantly broader plateau of matching condition observed in the former case illustrates that polarization transfer is less sensitive to CP rf field strength variation ( Figure S1B ). As shown in a previous study, in a 2D experiment with conventional tangent 2 H− 13 C CP, no CP condition provides accurate 2 H line shapes for both of the Ala aliphatic groups concurrently. 72 In other words, the CP condition yielding an optimal 2 H line shape for one Ala group fails to provide similar CP efficiency for other sites. This arises from the fact that magnetization transfer is nonuniform across the C CP efficiency is greatly enhanced. Second, CP transfer is uniform across the 2 H powder pattern, ensuring the accuracy of the indirectly extracted 2 H line shapes. Third, both CP efficiency and uniformity are much less sensitive to CP condition variation that allows for stable data collection of 3D/4D solid-state NMR spectra. These three features are essential for detecting site-specific deuterium quadrupolar information for proteins possessing deuterium C Q values typically covering the range of 0 to ∼185 kHz. H line shapes were extracted from the 3D spectrum for the majority of aliphatic groups, except those subject to resonance overlap or signal absence and aromatic rings exhibiting inefficient CP. Line-shape fitting was performed to extract motional averaged quadrupolar parameters, C Q and η ̅ , for 140 chemical groups in GB1, and the fitting results are presented in Figure S5 . The obtained 2 H quadrupolar parameters convey rich information about protein dynamics that correlate with structure, local chemical environment, salt bridges, hydrogen bonds, and other interactions. To our knowledge, this is the first example that 2 H motional averaged quadrupolar parameters have been determined for most sites in a protein. In the following section, discussion will first focus on the side-chain motions and then on the backbone flexibility for microcrystalline GB1.
Lys Side-Chain Dynamics in GB1. 2 H line shapes for aliphatic groups of Lys were extracted from the 3D 2 H− 13 C− 13 C spectrum. Hα and side-chain 2 H as well as among Lys residues, indicating various backbone and side-chain motions. C Q and η ̅ contain detailed information about the motional process, requiring analysis on a case-by-case basis depending on the physical property of a chemical group. For example, the line shape of K28 2 Hβ gives a C Q of 125.4 ± 1.8 kHz and a η ̅ of 0.60 ± 0.05. If a reorientation in the fast-motion regime between two sites with equal population is assumed for the K28 (CH 2 ) β group, the reorientation angle satisfies cos θ = 0.5, which is derived from the experimental η ̅ . Thus, a C Q of 125.4 kHz corresponds to a C Q (rigid limit) equal to 200.6 kHz. This large C Q (rigid-limit) value is physically impossible for a deuteron bonded with an sp 3 -hybrized carbon. 64 It infers that the K28 (CH 2 )β group exhibits more complex dynamics than a simple two-site reorientation, resulting from the combined effect of Cα−Cβ and Cβ−Cγ librations; yet, the motional details involved in this effect are beyond the scope of the current study. Here, the focus is put on the evaluation of the C Q that is proportional to order parameter derived from C Q /C Q (rigidlimit). It is rational to illustrate mobility by comparing C Q values of amino acid aliphatic groups in a protein, even though they do not provide motional details.
The GB1 crystal structure is displayed in Figure 2A with Lys residues shown in van der Waals spheres color coded by C Q values. The observed large C Q variation indicates that molecular dynamics differ significantly among Lys residues in protein GB1. C Q values listed in Table 1 show that the K50 side chain exhibits much more restricted movement than other Lys residues. The flexibility of the amino acid backbone and side chain depends upon the local packing density, salt bridges, hydrogen bonds, and solvent accessibility and can in turn validate these phenomena. The detail of the local structure for K50 is shown in Figure 2B . This residue is in the turn connecting β3 and is exposed to the bulk solvent with more potential for interacting with water molecules (31 water molecules ≤10 Å away from its side chain based upon PDB: 2QMT 90 ). It suggests that a very dynamic side chain is expected for K50 that is controversial to the experimental observation. The motion of the K50 side chain is likely restricted by a stable salt bridge formed between K50 (NH 3 )ζ + and D47 Oγ with a N−O distance of 3.07 Å (PDB: 2QMT 90 ). Five out of ten solidstate NMR energy minimum structures (PDB: 2LGI 91 ) show that the formation of this salt bridge is allowed where the two groups are 2.73−3.09 Å apart. The existence of a stable salt bridge indicated by the rigid K50 side chain can be used to evaluate the validity of a protein structure model. Similarly, K31 and K13 exhibit moderate side-chain dynamics among the five Lys in GB1, as implied by the C Q values. A salt bridge built between K31 (NH 3 )ζ + and E27 Oε appears to be the reason for restricted K31 side-chain motion ( Figure 2C ). The O−N distance is 2.76 Å in the XRD structure (PDB: 2QMT 90 ) and ≤4 Å (3.49−3.78 Å) in seven of the ten solid-state NMR minimum energy structures (PDB: 2LGI 91 ), allowing the formation of a salt bridge. The C Q values of K13 side-chain deuterium are very similar to those of K31. The solventexposure feature of K13 dictates that its side chain likely displays a large degree of mobility ( Figure 2D) ; however, this expectation does not agree with the determined C Q values. Thus, the mobility must be quenched by a salt bridge and/or a hydrogen bond. The local chemical environment suggests that no nearby negatively charged groups are available for forming a salt bridge with K13 side-chain amide group ( Figure 2D ). Upon the basis of the NMR (PDB: 2LGI 91 ) and XRD (PDB: 2QMT 90 ) structures, a hydrogen bond is likely formed between K13 (NH 3 )ζ + and the G9 backbone CO groups with the O−N distance <2.5 Å (2.73 Å in XRD structure) and the O−H−N angle in the range of 122−128°. In addition, the N8 side-chain CO group serves as another potential acceptor for a hydrogen bond formed with K13 (NH 3 )ζ + as indicated in the XRD structure and one of the ten NMR minimum energy structures. These hydrogen bonds overcome the desolvation energy barrier for K13 and are responsible for rigidifying its side chain. Much more dynamic side chains are observed for K4, K10, and K28. The three residues are completely extended into the solvent and have no neighboring electron acceptors available to form a stable hydrogen bond or a salt bridge (Figure 2E−G) . It is noted that a salt bridge could be formed between K4 and E15 side chains based on the distance (3.17 Å) shown in the XRD structure (2QMT 90 ). In addition, two intermolecular salt bridges, K4− E42 (4.81 Å) and K10−D40 (4.95 Å), exist in the X-ray crystal structure (2QMT 90 ). The presence of these salt bridges seems inconsistent with the large-amplitude side-chain motions observed for K4 and K10. It is likely that the salt bridges are dynamic and are undergoing continual breaking and reformation. Alternatively, it is possible that these salt bridges are absent in the structure of the currently studied GB1 sample, which was prepared with crystallization conditions subtly different from the X-ray study.
Asp and Asn Side-Chain Dynamics in GB1. Motional averaged deuterium quadrupolar coupling constants and asymmetry parameters for Asp and Asn residues are listed in Table 2 . Considerable variation is observed for the backbone 2 Hα and side-chain 2 Hβ ( Figure 3A) . In general, the large C Q values indicate that Asp/Asn local backbones exhibit restricted motions. The side chains are less flexible than those of Lys residues due to the shorter side chains possessing more limited spatial extension. It is shown that the side-chain dynamics are likely further quenched by hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and desolvation for D22, D36, N37, D46, and D47. As discussed above, D47 (COO)
− forms a stable salt bridge with K50 (NH 3 )ζ + , resulting in the stiffness of side chains for both residues ( Figure 3B ). Upon the basis of the chemical environment of D22 ( Figure 3C ), a strong hydrogen bond likely established between the D22 side chain COO − group with T25 backbone NH, where the O−N and O−H−N angles are in the range of 1.77−2.02 Å and 138−142°, respectively. Thus, the hydrogen bond contributes to the restricted side-chain motion of D22. Further, it presumes that this strong hydrogen bond formed between the loop and the α helix contributes to the structural stability of GB1. Figure 3D shows the local environment of D46. It infers that the rigid side-chain motion of D46 is due to the hydrogen bonds between COO − and the A48 backbone NH with an O−N distance of 2.66−2.71 Å and an O−H−N angle of 138−143°according to the solid-state NMR structure (PDB: 2LGI 91 ). The T49 NH is another possible electron donor involved in forming a hydrogen bond, which is weaker as the O−N distance is 3.33−3.43 Å and the O−H−N angle is 144−148°. The validity of the hydrogen bonding is further supported by the absence of a competing electron acceptor for D46. It is noted that the O−N distance for the two hydrogen bonds is larger based upon the XRD structure (PDB: 2QMT 90 ), 3.11 and 4.13 Å, most likely due to minor structural variation between the solid-state NMR and XRD structures originating from subtle sample preparation differences. The inflexible D36 (CH 2 )β group is contradictory to its solvent exposure and the lack of hydrogen bonds and a salt bridge ( Figure 3E ). The possible explanation is that D36 packs close to itself in the crystal lattice, deactivating the side-chain motions. This tight packing is also found to be responsible for its COO − pK a value being higher than expected. 92 The C Q values of N37 imply the immobility of the side chain that resides at the edge of the open pocket formed between β strands and the α helix and is partially exposed to solvent ( Figure 3F ). This unique position does not explain the rigidity of the side chain. It is noted that the Y33 aromatic ring is right above N37 (NH 2 )δ 2 , allowing the formation of a N−H−π hydrogen bond between the two. Impacted by this hydrogen bond, N37 side-chain motion is significantly restricted. In fact, the N−H−π hydrogen bond is often observed in proteins and greatly contributes to structure stability.
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N8, N35, and D40 possess more flexible side chains compared with other Asn and Asp residues discussed above. Among the three, N35 is the most dynamic one as it points outward from the protein surface and interacts with surrounding solvent molecules ( Figure 3G) . Because of the similar situation, largeamplitude side-chain motion is expected for D40 ( Figure 3H ). However, it is impacted by an intermolecular interaction, where D40 forms a salt bridge with K10 (4.95 Å). 90, 92 As discussed above for K10, the salt bridge, if it exists, is highly dynamic and only slightly rigidifies the D40 and K10 side chains. The N8 side chain presents moderate flexibility due to the coexistence of opposite effectsbeing mobilized by the surrounding solvent and potentially restricted by hydrogen bonds ( Figure 3I ). Three out of the ten minimum energy solid-state NMR structures show that a hydrogen bond tends to form between N8 (NH 2 )δ and T55 (OH)δ 1 . The O−N distance and O−H−N angle are 2.56−2.59 Å and 141−148°, respectively, according to the NMR structure (PDB: 2LGI 91 ). Further, K13 (NH 3 )ζ + serves as another possible electron donor for hydrogen bonding with the N8 side-chain carbonyl group based upon one of the ten minimum energy solid-state NMR structures (PDB: 2LGI 91 ) and the XRD structure (PDB: 2QMT 90 ). The validity of these hydrogen bonds is not supported concurrently by the solid-state NMR and XRD structures, which is likely due to minor structural differences originated from the distinct protein crystallization conditions. Despite this, it is rational to conclude at this point that the hydrogen bonds discussed here likely obstruct N8 side chain motions and compensate for the solvent mobilization effect.
Glu and Gln Side-Chain Dynamics in GB1. Table 3 lists motionally averaged deuterium quadrupolar coupling constants and asymmetry parameters for Gln and Glu residues in microcrystalline GB1. The data imply that dynamics vary significantly among these residues, particularly for side chains. Due to the absence of signal, quadrupolar coupling values were not determined for several groups as indicated in Table 3 C magnetization transfer during the SPC-5 mixing period. Thus, the explanation of signal absence is that 2 H− 13 C cross-polarization is significantly quenched by large-amplitude motion for the groups with undetermined Gln/ Glu C Q and η ̅ values.
E27 has the largest C Q values among the seven residues, indicating its rigidity in GB1 microcrystals (Table 3 and Figure   4A ). As discussed in the previous section, E27 COO − forms a salt bridge with K31 (NH3)ζ + that significantly hinders sidechain motions for the two residues ( Figure 4B ). The moderate C Q values (∼130 kHz) imply that E56 exhibits restricted sidechain motion that is uncommon for a terminal residue. Figure  4C displays the local chemical environment for E56 in GB1 crystal structure. The side chain points inward to the protein core and places COO − in a unique position that has a strong tendency to form hydrogen bonds with D40 and the K10 backbone NH. The strong−moderate hydrogen bond between E56 and K10 is expected as the O−H−N angle is close to 180°( 162−176°) and the O−N distance is 2.60−3.08 Å according to the solid-state NMR structures (PDB: 2LGI 91 ). In addition, a weak hydrogen bond is presumably established between E56 COO − and K10 considering the values of the O−N distance (3.00−3.49 Å) and the O−H−N angle (119−133°). Thus, E56 side-chain motion is significantly impeded by the two hydrogen bonds. It also explains why strong NMR signals are observed for E56 despite it being the C-terminal residue. Further, the two intrastrand hydrogen bonds likely have great contribution to stabilize the protein structure. The side chain of Q32 is much more dynamic than E27 and E56 illustrated by the C Q values. This is consistent with the local structure, where no hydrogen bond or tight packing is indicated ( Figure 4D ). Although a relatively large C Q (141.1 kHz) is determined for E42 (CH 2 )β possibly due to the backbone restriction, its (CH 2 )γ exhibits larger-amplitude motion in comparison with Glu/Gln (discussed above) as indicated by the undetectable 2 H− 13 C crosspolarization. Thus, E42 (CH 2 )γ presents large-amplitude mobility because it is solvent exposed and actively interacts with the surrounding water molecules. The significantly motional attenuated C Q (91.5 kHz) is observed for E15 2 Hβ, indicating the side chain is more dynamic than those of E15, E27, Q32, and E56. This is further illustrated by that the mobility of E15 (CH 2 )γ is significantly enhanced leading to inefficient 2 H− 13 C cross-polarization transfer. The dynamic E15 side chain is consistent with that it points outward from the 
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Article protein surface and is unlikely to participate in the formation of a hydrogen bond ( Figure 4F ). However, an intramolecular salt bridge is likely formed between E15 COO − and K4 (NH3)ζ + as supported by the XRD structure (PDB: 2QMT 90 ) and E15 pH titration behavior. 92 This seems controversial to the largeamplitude side-chain motions of both E15 and K4. The most likely explanation is that the salt bridge is continually broken and reformed and, therefore, shows negligible impact on the residue side-chain motions. Q2 and E19 possess the most flexible side chains because they are exposed to solvent and have no involvement in any hydrogen bonding or salt bridging ( Figure  4G and 4H) .
Thr Side-Chain Dynamics in GB1. The side-chain OH group of Thr shows a strong tendency to form a hydrogen bond, particularly with the protein backbone, as it can act as either an electron donor or acceptor. 94, 95 The hydrogen bond is expected to impede the dynamics of the Thr side chain to some extent. However, this effect seems to be substantially attenuated based on C Q values determined for Thr residues in microcrystalline GB1. Table 4 lists the motional averaged deuterium quadrupolar coupling parameters for Thr aliphatic groups. It implies that the (CH 2 )β presents restricted motions as the C Q values are close to those of backbone 2 Hα for T18, T25, T44, T49, T51, and T55. The difference of C Q is <8 kHz among (CH 2 )β groups for these residues, illustrating motions with similar amplitudes. Based on the local chemical environment, no hydrogen bond is found for side chain OH groups without ambiguity due to the divergence between reported XRD 90 and NMR 91 Figure  5D , T51 has the (OH)δ 1 potentially involved in hydrogen bonding to the T49 backbone NH as shown in the XRD structure (O−O distance is 2.93 Å) and three NMR energy minimum structures (O−N distance and O−H−N angle is 3.15−3.19 Å and 124−141°, respectively). Despite the potential existence of these hydrogen bonds, the (CH 2 )β groups of the corresponding residues do not show further restricted motions compared to those of T18, T44, and T49.
The motionally reduced C Q of a Thr (CH 3 )γ 2 originates from two processesmethyl rotation (also considered as three-site reorientation) along its C 3v symmetry axis and C 3v axis libration. The C Q of a methyl deuterium is equal to 55.67 kHz if assuming a C Q of 167 ± 1.5 kHz 82 and an ideal tetrahedral geometry for the methyl group and is further reduced by the C 3v axis libration. The (CH 3 )γ 2 C Q values of T18, T25, T44, T49, T51, and T55 are all close to this value but exhibit small discrepancies. These deviations could be explained by a slight departure of the methyl group geometry from the ideal tetrahedron. Such methyl geometry distortions have indeed been observed for proteins and small molecules in previous studies. 68,96−98 For example, Ottiger and Bax determined the H methyl −C methyl −C angle deviation for methyl groups of human ubiquitin to be ±1°from 110.9°. 97 In addition, Mittermaier and Kay reported that the angle between the unique axis of the deuterium electric field gradient tensor and the C 3v rotating axis (referred to as β) was 109.5°. 82 It should be noted that the H methyl −C methyl −C angle is not necessary to be identical to the β angle. If a ±1°deviation from 109.5°is assumed for the β angle, a C Q of 167 ± 1.5 kHz will yield a C Q equaling 53.3−58.8 kHz for a methyl group undergoing fast rotation. The (CH 3 )γ 2 C Q values for T18, T25, T44, T49, and T55 determined here all fall within experimental error of this range, as shown in Table 4 . One outlying group is T51 (CH 3 )γ 2 , in which the C Q corresponds to its C 3v axis departing at least 2.4°from that of the ideal tetrahedral geometry, under the assumption that C Q is 167 ± 1.5 kHz. 82 Nonetheless, discrepancies of this magnitude are indeed likely to occur in nature, as deviations of 1.9°for the β angle from an ideal tetrahedron have been observed for proteins by previous studies. 96, 97 The other possibilities contributing to this large discrepancy include a slight deviation of the actual C Q from 167 ± 1.5 kHz as well as any unidentified C Q measurement errors. Overall, the six Thr residues exhibit very similar dynamics despite the large variation of local chemical environment; the T18 side-chain points inward to the protein core, while T49 and T44 residues are completely exposed to solvent ( Figure 5E−G) . It implies that Thr (CH 2 )β motions are dominantly restricted by the backbone and (CH 3 )γ 2 rotations are in the fast regime and are insensitive to the local geometry as they do not require much free space.
The side chains of T11, T16, and T17 are much more dynamic. (CH 3 )γ 2 C Q values are determined to be less than 46 kHz, which are far smaller than that of a methyl group undergoing three-site reorientation as discussed above. This observation implies the presence of methyl C 3v axis librations for these Thr (CH 3 )γ 2 groups. This is typically observed for systems actively interacting with solvent (water) molecules. The local environment indicates that T11, T16, and T17 are fully extended into the solvent (Figure 5H−J) . Thus, surrounding solvent significantly mobilizes the side chains of T11, T16, and T17, including the (CH 2 )β and (CH 3 )γ 2 groups. It is noted that the C Q is not determined for T17 (CH 2 )β due to weak signal as the 2 H− 13 C cross-polarization transfer is reduced by the largeamplitude motion. Similarly, the absence of NMR signal for T53 (CH 2 )β and (CH 3 )γ 2 indicates its significant mobile side chain and is consistent with solvent exposure ( Figure 5K) .
Side-Chain Dynamics of Nonpolar Residues in GB1. In a protein, nonpolar residues are often directed toward the molecule interior, and the side chains have no involvement in strong noncovalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding and salt bridging. The side-chain dynamics are typically dictated by local packing density and solvent accessibility. Here, we discuss the dynamics of the nonpolar residues in GB1 using the determined site-specific deuterium quadrupolar coupling parameters. Motionally averaged C Q and η ̅ values are shown in Table 5 for Leu and Ile residues. It implies that the (CH 2 )β and (CH 2 )γ groups in the three residues exhibit motions with similar amplitudes and are dominantly restricted by the rigid backbone. As expected, (CH 2 )γ groups are slightly more flexible as they extend further away from the backbone. The two (CH 3 )δ groups reside at the end of the side chain and are observed undergoing rotations in the fast motion regime. Again, Table 5 .
2 H C Q and η ̅ Values Determined for Leu and Ile Aliphatic Sites in Microcrystalline GB1 a a For deuterium undergoing large-amplitude motion, η ̅ was set to zero for line-shape fitting. Quadrupolar coupling parameters were not determined for L7 (CH 2 )δ 1 due to signal overlap. in the current article, we do not focus the subtle differences of C Q and η ̅ that contain detailed dynamics information regarding motional modes. Overall, the deuterium C Q values indicate that the side chain of L5 is the most rigid one among the three. This is attributed to the surrounding high packing density as the side chain is buried deeply in the protein core ( Figure 6 ). The side chain of L12 is more dynamic compared with those of L5 and L7. The C Q values of its two (CH 3 )δ groups are significantly reduced to 40.5 and 44.5 kHz, indicating that the C 3v axes of the methyl groups undergo librations, while each deuterium is involved in fast three-site reorientation. The high mobility of the L12 side chain is a consequence of the much lower packing density and partial solvent exposure as displayed in Figure 6C . The moderately crowded local chemical environment of L7 is responsible for the side-chain dynamics with intermediate amplitude between that of L5 and L12 ( Figure 6D ). As discussed for Thr residues in the previous section, the C Q of a methyl group is reduced to 53.3−58.8 kHz by three-site reorientation if we assume the C Q equals 167 ± 1.5 kHz 82 and the β angle possesses a 1.0°deviation from 109.5°. 82, 97 Thus, the C Q of the L7 (CH 3 )δ 2 group (59.3 ± 1.5 kHz) infers the presence of fast methyl group rotation and the immobility of the C 3v axis which is equivalent to the rigidity of the Cγ−Cδ 2 bond. In contrast, L5 (CH 3 )δ groups possess C Q values larger than those for methyl groups undergoing free three-site reorientations in the rigid lattice. The (CH 3 )δ 2 C Q , 61.0 ± 1.6 kHz, exhibits a small discrepancy (within error), possibly due to the methyl geometry departing slightly further from the tetrahedron. The largest discrepancy is observed for the C Q of L5 (CH 3 )δ 2 , which presents a β angle difference of at least 4.6°r elative to an ideal tetrahedral geometry. Such a large deviation has not been reported by any previous study. It is noteworthy that this deviation could simply result from an analytical uncertainty due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio of the L5 (CH 3 )δ 2 2 H spectrum ( Figure S5 ), which will require replicated data for error determination. In addition, in the three cases, different C Q values are determined for the two (CH 2 )δ groups. It results from the restricted Cγ−Cδ bond rotation and the distinguishable local pack densities that cause appreciable different effects on the geometries and motions of the two methyl groups. I6 resides in the middle of β1, and the side chain points outward from the protein surface ( Figure 6E ). I6 (CH 2 )γ 1 possesses a much smaller motional averaged C Q compared with Leu (CH 2 )γ due to that it is exposed to solvent and less branched. It is interesting to note that the I6 methyl group is not as dynamic as L12 despite the fact that they are both exposed to solvent. This is likely due to the packing density and side-chain geometry differences correlated with the sidechain dihedral angles.
Motional averaged deuterium quadrupolar coupling parameters of Val residues in GB1 are displayed in Table 6 . The parameters are not determined for the V21 side chain due to the absence of signal. It indicates that this side chain is significantly mobilized, leading to inefficient 2 H →
13
C cross-polarization transfer. This is consistent with the local chemical environment in the protein structure, where V21 is in a turn between β2 and the helix and fully extended to the solvent ( Figure 7A and B) . In contrast, V54 is observed to be the most rigid Val residue in GB1 as indicated by the C Q values. The restricted motion is caused by the high packing density, as this residue points inward and is completely buried in the interior of the protein ( Figure 7C ). V29 exhibits dynamics with similar amplitudes as V54. The chemical environment shows that V29 resides in the middle of the well-ordered amphipathic helix ( Figure 7D) . Further, the geometry of the local structure and the short side-chain length likely reduce the possibility of V29 substantially interacting with solvent. V39 is in the loop between β3 and the helix and at the edge of the protein core ( Figure 7E ). The absence of observable 2 H → 13 C transfer for V39 (CH 3 )γ 2 implies that the dynamics of this group is significantly enhanced. One possible explanation is that V39 is partially exposed to solvent as shown in Figure 7E , and only (CH 3 )γ 2 actively interacts with solvent due to the restricted Cα−Cβ rotation. The Val dynamics discovered here further explain the polarization transfer efficiency observed for these residues in GB1 in a previous study. 84 Deuterium quadrupolar coupling parameters were determined for Ala residues in GB1 as listed in Table S2 . Despite the large variation in chemical environment, A20, A23, A34, and A48 possess the same 2 Hβ C Q value within experimental error ( Figure S6) . These values agree well with those of methyl groups undergoing fast three-site reorientations in rigid lattices. The small side chain methyl group makes its dynamics much less sensitive to packing density. Slightly larger C Q values are observed for A26 and A24 (Table S3) , likely due to similar small deviations from ideal tetrahedral geometry, the discrepancies of the C Q values, or a combination of the two (as observed for several Thr, Leu, and Ile methyl groups discussed above). It is noted that solvent exposure leads to negligible effect on the dynamics of the Ala side chain. Similarly, weak correlation between dynamics and chemical environment was previously reported for Ala methyl groups in several proteins in solution. 99 Backbone Dynamics of Microcrystalline GB1. Figure 8 2 Hα shows the C Q values for all residues in microcrystalline GB1 except for F52 of which the C Q is not determined due to signal overlap. It is noted that the 2 Hα C Q values are close to those observed for the rigid lattice in peptides and proteins, 71, 74, 75, 100 implying that the backbone in GB1 exhibits high rigidity. Further, the detected nonzero η ̅ values infer that the rigid backbone undergoes small-amplitude fluctuations and reorientations. The overall larger 2 Hα C Q values infer that the backbone of GB1 microcrystals exhibits motions with significantly smaller amplitudes in comparison to the side chains. Further, the small variation of the 2 Hα C Q indicates the high similarity of local backbone rigidity for all residues in microcrystalline GB1, despite the significant deviations of sidechain motions. This agrees with previous NMR and MD simulation studies showing that the backbone order parameter covers a narrow window. Figure S7 ). Somewhat larger discrepancies are observed between the current results and the previous relaxation and NH dipolar coupling data, which likely originates from inherent protein properties and various experimental conditions. First, the CH/CD and NH vectors are motionally distinct from each other, resulting in the discrepancies on the order parameters derived from 2 Hα C Q (or CαH dipolar couplings) and NH dipolar couplings 91 as well as 2 
Hα and
15 N solution-state NMR relaxation rates. 83 Second, discrepancies also exist between CαH vector order parameters derived from the C Q values determined in this work ( Figure  4S ) and those determined by the previous 2 H solution-state NMR relaxation studies. 83 The disagreement could be a consequence of a number of factors, including the nonnegligible differences between proteins in solution and microcrystalline forms, experimental temperature differences as well as unidentified systematic uncertainties of the methodologies. Certainly, a quantitative discussion of these disagreements between studies requires complete understanding of these factors; however, this is beyond the scope of the present paper. Overall, the order parameters obtained in the current work fall within the range of 0.82−1.0 and agree well with previous studies. Interestingly, a "zigzag" pattern is observed primarily for the order parameters of the helix regions, which cannot be fully explained by the solvent exposure or packing density. It is noteworthy that the above discussion excludes the motional averaged tensor asymmetry parameters, of which the interpretation is important to characterize details of protein dynamics when using both quadrupolar and dipolar coupling measurements. 104 Slow motions at nanosecond time scales were explored for the GB1 backbone by the solid-state 15 N rotatingframe relaxation rate. 37 It is known that the 2 H NMR line shapes report the motional modes but not the quantitative motional rates at this dynamic regime, and 2 H relaxation measurements are typically employed to assist in elucidating correlation time information. 66, 67 Backbone fluctuation/reorientation angles and rates can be extracted from 2 H line shapes and relaxation times. 
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Article This type of analysis requires interpretation of C Q and η ̅ with NMR line shape simulations on particular motional models, which is an interesting topic for future studies.
Correlations between the Dynamics of GB1 and Its Structure and Biological Function. In order to understand the side-chain dynamics of GB1 in the context of protein structure and biological function, we map out the side-chain motions across the whole protein as displayed in Figure 9 . Chain lengths, degrees of branching, and polarities have distinct effects on the mobilities of different chemical groups of the side chains. Thus, the side-chain dynamics are identified as large, moderate, and small amplitude motions based on comparisons within the same type of amino acids. The analyses are conducted for amino acids presenting multiple times in GB1, including Lys, Asn/Asp, Gln/Glu, Thr, Leu, and Val, except for Ala residues that exhibit similar dynamics. On the basis of the C Q values, K4, K10, N35, Q2, E15, E19, E42, T11, T16, T17, T53, L12, and V21 exhibit large-amplitude side-chain motions; K13, K28, K31, N8, D40, Q32, and V39 display moderate side-chain flexibilities ; K50,  D22, D36, N37, D46, D47, T18, T25, T44, T49, T51, T55, L5,  L7, V29 , and V54 present small-amplitude dynamics. The most dynamic side chains in GB1 are primarily observed for the β2 strand and the loop between the β1 and β2 strands ( Figure 9 ). Previous studies revealed that these domains showed large chemical shift perturbations when binding to immunoglobulin G (IgG) and were involved in interacting with IgG. 105−109 In addition, as shown in Figure 9 , side-chain motions with large to moderate amplitudes are present at the helix regions facing the β3 strand and the loop between the helix and the β3 strand, which also serve as binding domains during the interaction with IgG. The overlap between dynamic domains and binding regions suggests that the high degrees of side-chain mobilities play important roles in the contacts and interactions between GB1 and IgG. It is interesting to note that the helix regions facing the opposite direction of the mobile regions (facing way from the β3 strand) possess highly rigid side chains ( Figure 9 ). The corresponding side chains are involved in hydrogen bonding or salt bridging and likely contribute to the stability of the protein structures, while the dynamic regions interact with IgG. The β3 strand serves as another protein binding interface, and the first residue on this β strand, E42, exhibits significant perturbed chemical shifts upon binding IgG. 106 Our results indicate that E42 is highly mobile, which likely contributes to the interaction of GB1 with IgG. It is noteworthy that the remaining residues of the β3 strand demonstrate smallamplitude side-chain motions. Among these, W43 and Y45 have the aromatic rings buried in the core of the protein, leading to the rigidity of side chains that are absent from protein interactions. The other two residues (T44 and D46) also present somewhat restricted side-chain motions. Further, the regions possessing immobile side chains include the β4 strand, the middle portion of the β1 strand, and the loop between the β3 and β4 strands, which are not involved in the interactions with IgG. It is also interesting to note that high flexibility is determined for the side chain of T53 on the β4 strand. Previous studies demonstrated that large chemical shift perturbations occurred to T53 and suggested that this residue might participate in the modulation of hydrogen bonds during protein binding. 108 Thus, the large-amplitude side-chain motions of T53 potentially assist the hydrogen bonding modulation process. In addition, the first several residues on the β1 strand possess flexible side chains as shown in Figure 9 , which are expected for terminal regions. Overall, the dynamics of GB1 side chains highly correlate with its biological interactions with IgG. The residues at the binding regions exhibit large-amplitude sidechain motions, which likely facilitate protein contacts and interactions. In contrast, low side-chain mobility is primarily observed for regions that are not involved in protein binding and interactions, and the rigidity of the side chains likely assists in stabilizing the protein structure. These high correlations highlight the importance of side-chain motions in protein activities, which directly correlate to conformational entropy and have critical contributions in energetics of biological events as shown by a number of recent studies.
110−113
■ CONCLUSIONS The study of atomic-level protein dynamics has lagged far behind structure determination due to the lack of highresolution techniques. The significant role of molecular motions in protein biological function has led to increased demand for developing new approaches to probe molecular dynamics. In the current work, we present a newly designed 3D 2 H− 13 C− 13 C MAS solid-state NMR pulse sequence.
2 H− 13 C adiabatic RESPRIRATION CP implemented in the 3D pulse sequence allows for the accurate detection of 2 H line shapes for deuterium-residing chemical groups in a protein in a sitespecific fashion. The extracted motional averaged deuterium quadrupolar parameters provide protein backbone and sidechain dynamics for every isotopically labeled site. Here, 2 H line shapes are extracted for 140 chemical groups in the protein from the 3D 2 H− 13 C− 13 C MAS NMR spectrum collected for microcrystalline GB1. The obtained C Q values elucidate various internal motions exhibited in the protein. The sitespecific side-chain dynamics are interpreted by correlating with factors including local structure, packing density, solvent exposure, salt bridging, and hydrogen bonding. It in turn allows for validating the presence of these factors and their impact on protein dynamics and stability. Further, high correlations are demonstrated between GB1 side-chain dynamics and the biological activities. Large-amplitude side-chain motions are observed for regions that are involved in interactions with IgG. In contrast, rigid side chains are primarily found for residues that are in the core of the protein and are absent from protein binding and interactions. It infers that the high mobility of GB1 side chains likely contributes to protein contacts and binding, while the low flexibility of the side chains facilitates maintaining its structures during biological activities. These results provide Figure 9 . Protein side-chain dynamics map for microcrystalline GB1, shown in three different viewpoints. Lys, Asn, Asp, Gln, Glu, Thr, Leu, and Val residues exhibiting large, moderate, and small amplitude sidechain motions are highlighted in red, orange, and blue, respectively. The rest of the residues (gray) are not considered in this illustration. Figures S1, S2 , and S3 and Table  S1 ), Ala 2 H one-pulse spectrum fit ( Figure S4 ), GB1 2 H line shape fits ( Figure S5 ), Ala dynamics in GB1 (Table  S2 and Figure S6 
